Charley Mayse, page 3

He describes Christmas dinner. His wife had unknowingly
slipped a small can of salmon in his gear and Charley found it when
unpacking after arrival. Hesaved that for Christmas dinner. Quite
a treat!
~
Listened to radio dailv. Some times it was difficult to
find out 1.>1hat day it was. Usually· he marked off the days on the
calendar, but sometimes he would' forget if he marked i t off.
Peculiar that radio announcers don't mention the day of the week
many times, .Charley said.
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Wolves? Didn't see any this year. Didn't see any tracks
either. Saw two different bear tracks. Shot a bear two years ago.·
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in its den. ·
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Animals and birds seen in his cabin vicinity: ravens,
blue jays, m>~ls, woodpeckers~ chickadees, ptarmigan, etc.
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Talks about skinning animals. Finding them frozen in traps
in grotesque shapes sometimes. Have to take them to the cc.bin
and thaw them. That usually; takes three days. Sometimes one has ..
to look out for fleas or lice. Charley got some fleas in his
sleeping bag once. Had to put the sleeping bag outside to
freeze out the fleas. Then shake them out.

an~_ ,disO:dvant~ge

Talks about the advantage of
of. partners.···
Having partner makes the en:terprise mei'a~afe. But having a_
partner makes for conflictss~metimes. Charley likes going it alone.
Traveled his trapline by snowshoe. It was a lateral line.
Some years he has a "spoke wheeled pattern" away from main cabin.
One section of this year's line wastnine miles away. Charley
walked that in one day (total of 18 miles).
Temperatures this wint~r? Did not take a thermometer. torgot.
it. Figured temperatures at Beaver Creek about 10 to 15 degrees
colder than in Fairbanks (from former patterns). Tested the cold
by stepping .outside the cabin ~:and "if your breath jumped back at
you, you know it's pretty co·lq." No traveling. on the line that day!
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